
Stick to it!
In each of our lives, there are times where it appears that all is lost.

It may be divorce, business failure, or health problems. It might be financial
challenges, family problems, or job troubles. Sooner or later, you're going to
come to the point where all your faculties tell you it's time to give up, give in, and
forget about trying again.

That point can be one of the most important decision points in your life. Give up,
give in, and throw in the towel, and few people will condemn you for it. Keep
going, and more than a few people will think you're a fool.

As the old quote goes, "The man who can smile when things go wrong doesn't
have a fair assessment of the current situation."

It's become common in our society to give up. We're all victims, now. We give up
early and we give up often. Give up enough, and it loses its stigma. Give up early
enough, and you might be considered a "trendsetter."

Face it. If you want to give up, nobody's going to get too worried -- but you should
be. Nobody has ever accomplished anything good by giving up.

"Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished by people
who have kept on trying when there seemed to be no hope at all," said Dale
Carnegie, and he was right.

It's one of the things that defines the difference between a loser and a winner: the
loser gives up, the winner goes on.

When it's the last hour of the day, the loser watches the clock, the winner keeps
on working. The winner keeps innovating, the loser settles for whatever he has.
The winner keeps trying, the loser stops early.

What will be your motto? "Keep on trying," or "Give up early?"

Keep on trying! Keep on doing! Keep on achieving! Never give up!
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